Case Study

Agile, Demand-driven and Responsive
Supply Chain for Auto & Industrial

Components Manufacturing Major

Client

LTI Solution

Our client is a multinational
conglomerate, that produces
automotive parts such as
batteries, and electronics and
HVAC equipment for buildings.

LTI came up with an intelligent
solution to understand true
demand and ensure end-to-end
traceability. Process automation
with combination of M-ATP
(Multi-level ATP) solution and
back- order rescheduling helped
in production prioritization
based on demand.

Challenges

The – M-ATP solution was
enhanced to bring in “Product
Allocation” features to consider

The company was looking to
have a smart supply chain,
coupled with enhanced IT
service capabilities, optimize
efficiency, quality, productivity,
and cost-effectiveness. Their
key objectives were:

capacity, along with availability.
The solution suite solved major
challenges, using intelligent logic
and demand planning.
LTI helped the client deliver
business value through its
domain-led solutions and

Simultaneous visibility
to check component
availability and capacity
Flexible & enhanced
business rules to prioritize
customer orders
Near real-time
realignment of order
confirmation, in line with
defined business priorities

technologies, get a tighter
control on their supply chain
and optimize processes with
operational excellence, but
with a human touch.

Business Benefits

Collaborative
inventory
and supply
management

15%
improvement
in demand
fulfillment
process in
a dynamic
business
environment

20% Reduction
in warehouse
picking costs
due to accurate
confirmation
situation across
orders

Transparency
of availability
situation &
availability
check of
critical
components

Minimized
over-confirmation
situations, thus,
reducing chances
of missed/partial
picks in
warehouse
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